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Abstract

Ex situ hydrolytic stability of sulfonated polyimide (s-PI) membranes for fuel cells was studied depending on structural and external parameters

including the ion exchange capacity, the block character, the temperature and the hydrogen peroxide concentration. Infrared spectroscopy was

used to identify and quantify the chemical modifications such as the loss of imide functions and of ionic monomers. The decrease in ion exchange

capacity due to the elution of sulfonated oligomers was confirmed by sulfur content analysis. A complete hydrolysis of some of the imide

functions is observed leading to polymer chain scissions and to the loss of the mechanical properties. It is shown to be a thermo activated process

and the activation energy (60 kJ/mol) is found in good agreement with the value determined from fuel cell lifetimes. The degradation in fuel cell

conditions is similar but faster than in pure water. The same kinetic can be reproduced ex situ by addition 0.05% of hydrogen peroxide.

q 2006 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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1. Introduction

Proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFC) are

considered as the most promising power source for automotive

and portable applications [1]. The PEMFC core component is

the membrane-electrode assembly (MEA) usually based on

perfluorosulfonated ionomer membranes (Nafionw type).

However, the development of PEMFC prototypes has pointed

out some major drawbacks of the perfluorosulfonated materials

such as the MEA degradation under cycling conditions, the loss

of performance at elevated temperatures and excessive

production costs. Alternative low cost membranes with

improved properties are thus needed to be developed and

many different structures were investigated during the last ten

years [2–4]. These structures are mainly sulfonated aromatic

thermostable polymers such as polyetherketones, polysulfones,

polyparaphenylenes or polybenzimidazoles. Among these new
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polymers, sulfonated polyimides (sPI) based on naphtahalenic

moieties are considered as promising materials owing to their

interesting swelling, mechanical and conducting properties

[5–10].

Sulfonated polyaromatic membranes exhibit a low stability

in fuel cell conditions, which does not exceed 1000 h of

operation even under stationary conditions [11]. Up to now, no

PEMFC stack with such membranes has been disclosed mainly

because of their lack of long-term stability. Surprisingly, the

stability is not one of the studied properties for new polymers.

Therefore, only few data have been published and adapted

quantitative protocols have not been yet developed to evaluate

the stability neither in situ in fuel cells nor ex situ. In the

literature, most of the works on membrane stability deals with

either sulfonated polystyrenes or sulfonated polyimides

[12–16]. While polymer chain scissions due to radical attacks

have been evidenced for sulfonated polystyrene membranes, the

sPI degradation is attributed to a high sensitivity to hydrolysis.

Their lifetime under operating conditions was shown to vary

from only few tenths of hours to 1000 h depending on the

membrane ion exchange capacity (IEC) and the operating

temperature [16]. Sulfonated polyimides are synthesized by

polycondensation using a commercial naphthalenic dianhydride
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monomer and different sulfonated and non-sulfonated diamines,

which proportions are adjusted to control the IEC value. The

main development in the field of sulfonated polyimide

membranes is currently the use of chemically modified diamines

to enhance the stability against hydrolytic and oxidative attacks

[17,18]. The membrane stability is usually estimated through

the loss of the mechanical properties when immersed at elevated

temperature (80 8C) in either pure water or more or less

concentrated hydrogen peroxide solutions (Fenton reactants).

However, the evaluation of the loss of mechanical properties is

restricted to the determination of the immersion time until

membrane dissolution or breaking when lightly bent [19,20].

This measurement is somewhat approximate since there is no

information about the degradation kinetics and it strongly

depends on the operator. Moreover, the membrane rupture

occurs at a critical polymer chain length, which depends on both

the initial molecular weight and the polymer chain scission

kinetic. Since, molecular weights are not measured indepen-

dently, an anticipated breaking of the membrane could be

attributed a lack of stability while it can be due to a problem

encountered during the synthesis, which has limited the polymer

chain length.

The main objective of the present work is to characterize

the hydrolysis phenomenon by ex situ degradation studies

depending on the relevant parameters such as IEC,

temperature and block character. The second objective is

the development and the validation of new protocols to

evaluate quickly the membrane stability instead of perform-

ing long and expensive fuel cell tests. These protocols

involve infrared spectroscopy (IR), sulfur content determi-

nation through the use of energy dispersive X-ray analysis by

scanning electron microscopy (SEM EDX) and mechanical

properties determination. Finally, the kinetics of ex situ

degradation in hydrogen peroxide solutions are compared to

the degradation in fuel cell conditions and the appropriate

concentration is determined.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

Different series of sPI have been synthesized in m-cresol by

the LMOPS (CNRS, Vernaison, France) based on naphthalenic
SO3H
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Fig. 1. General chemical formul
dianhydride, di amino biphenyl disulfonic acid (BDSA) and a

1:1 mixture of 4-4 0 and 3-4 0 oxydianiline (ODA) monomers

according to the previously described procedure [21]. The one

pot two step polycondensation leads to block copolymers

characterized by X and Y the average sequence lengths of the

sulfonated and non-sulfonated blocks (Fig. 1). The ion content

(IEC) was adjusted by the ratio X/Y during the synthesis. In this

work, the ionic block length sequence was varied from XZ3 to

9. Random copolymers (XZ1) were not studied since the

synthesis cannot be performed using the same procedure. For

each ionic block length, three polymers were prepared with

different IEC values (0.9, 1.3 and 2 mequiv./g corresponding to

X/YZ20/80, 30/70 and 50/50, respectively, as molar ratio

between sulfonated and non-sulfonated diamines). In the

following, the notation for sPI polymers will be as IEC/XKY

sPI.

sPI solutions were filtered (5 mm) at elevated temperature to

remove the largest aggregates and so forth to avoid

macroscopic defects. This filtration does not modify the

ionomer composition since the ion exchange capacity of the

final material was found to correspond to the theoretical value.

Membranes were then prepared by solution casting on a hot

glass plate by the CEA-Le Ripault (France). A thermal

treatment at 150 8C was applied to eliminate the solvent and

to insure a complete imidization reaction. After solvent

evaporation, sPI membranes were washed 4 h in 1:1 water

methanol solution to remove the residual m-cresol. They were

then acidified in a 0.5 M sulphuric acid solution in order to

eliminate the triethylammonium ion used to solubilize the

sulfonated monomer during the polymer synthesis.

2.2. Membrane characterization

Stress–strain curves were obtained using an Instron 4301

with 3 mm/min as test rate. The membranes were cut using a

punch with 4.25 and 0.95 mm as nominal gauge length and

width, respectively. These small sample dimensions can be

used since the membranes are very thin (40 mm) and it limits

the area of samples necessary for the experiments. The

membrane mechanical properties are very sensitive to the

water content in terms of both Young modulus and elongation

at break. The membranes were kept immersed in water during

the measurements to insure reproducible experimental
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Fig. 2. (A) Stress–strain curves obtained for sPI reference membranes

immersed in water. (B) Stress–strain curves obtained for 2/5-5 sPI membrane

as a function of ageing time in water at 70 8C.
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conditions and because the degraded membranes, which

become very brittle are difficult to handle on dry state.

The membrane chemical structure was analyzed by infrared

spectroscopy either using an attenuated total reflection (ATR)

device with a thunderdome (Ge crystal, penetration depth from

1 to 3 mm depending on the wavelength) directly applied on the

membranes or by transmission (Paragon 500 Perkin–Elmer) on

thin films (5 mm thick) cast from polymer solutions on ZnSe

supports. These solutions were obtained by membrane

dissolution in cresol after tetramethyl ammonium neutraliz-

ation. Thin films were used to avoid too strong infrared

absorption and band saturation. The dissolution and casting

procedure permits to get average infrared signal either on

pristine membrane or on aged materials while ATR technique

can be used to study chemical modifications limited to the

membrane surfaces.

The sulfur profiles across the membranes were determined

by energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) using a Jeol SM840

scanning electron microscope (SEM). Small membrane pieces

were imbedded in an epoxy resin prior to observation. A

calibration curve was established from the analyses of a series

of pristine membranes with ten different IEC values ranging

from 0 to 3.5 mequiv./g.

The solid 13C NMR spectra were recorded on a Brucker

Avance 400 MHz on crushed samples. Two different NMR

sequences were used, CPMAS and HPDEC (‘cross-polariz-

ation magic angle spinning’ and ‘high power decoupling’), to

visualize by comparison the most mobile carbons. The coupled

small-angle and wide angle X-ray scattering experiments

(SAXS-WAXS) using simultaneously two detectors have been

performed on the ID2 ‘high brilliance beamline’ at the

European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF, Grenoble,

France). The incident wavelength was lZ1 Å and three

sample-to detector distances from 1.5 to 10 m were used to

cover the entire SAXS angular range. The samples were

neutralized on CsC form prior to experiments in order to

increase the contrast between the ionic and hydrophobic

phases. The samples were studied either equilibrated at room

humidity or equilibrated in liquid water in specific cells with

mica windows. The transfer momentum, q, is defined as qZ
4p sin q/l where q is the scattering angle. Usual corrections to

subtract background and to normalize intensities were applied

to the data.

The fuel cell tests were performed on an Electrochem test

bench using a 25 cm2 active area single cell made of

impregnated graphite plates with machined flow channels.

The ageing experiments were performed at 80 8C under

stationary electric loading conditions (0.2 A/cm2) with pure

hydrogen and oxygen and 3 bar absolute gas pressures. The gas

inlet flow was 27 cm3/min for hydrogen and 42 cm3/min for

oxygen corresponding to a stoechiometry of 1.2 and 1.5,

respectively. The electrodes were provided by the Sorapec

Company (France) with a catalyst loading of 0.1 mg/cm2 at the

anode and 0.2 mg/cm2 at the cathode. The electrodes were

impregnated with a Nafion solution and were not hot pressed

on the membrane in order to be able to easily remove it at the

end of the ageing tests.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Mechanical properties

Typical evolution of the stress–strain curves of XZ5 sPI

membranes immersed in water obtained for different IEC

values (0.9, 1.3 and 2 mequiv./g) are presented in Fig. 2(A).

The shapes of the curves are characteristic of an elastic

behavior for small strains followed by a linear plastic

deformation. As previously observed for similar sPI mem-

branes [18], the stress and the elongation at break are,

respectively, significantly larger and smaller compared to

Nafionw. However, the use of flexible monomers such as ODA

in the hydrophobic sequences and the block copolymer nature

increases by a factor of 10 the extent of the plastic behavior

compared to very rigid sulfonated homopolymers [18]. As a

confirmation, the plastic behavior decreases as the IEC

increases.

The effect of ageing in water at 70 8C is presented for 2/5-5

sPI in Fig. 2(B). A slight but continuous decrease of both the

stress at the flow threshold and of the Young modulus is

observed. This can be attributed to plasticization of the

polymer by water molecules that can diffuse very slowly in
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the non-ionic zones or to a partial hydrolysis of imide functions

following the scheme shown in Fig. 3. The complete hydrolysis

provokes polymer chain scissions with formation of amine and

diacid terminal groups and consequently the loss of the

mechanical properties (decrease of the elongation at break). On

the contrary, a partial hydrolysis leads to an increase of the

polymer chain flexibility without any decrease of the molecular

weight. A combination of partial and complete hydrolysis has

been already observed for water ageing of model molecules

[22]. The difference between the reference and 1 h aged

materials is probably attributable to the fact that the pristine

membrane has not been immersed in water at high temperature.

The main effect of ageing on the mechanical properties is

obviously the continuous disappearance of the plastic behavior,

which reveals a decrease of the molecular weight consecutive

to polymer chain scissions.

The extent of the plastic behavior was determined as a

function of ageing time in water at 70 and 90 8C for different

IECs. The values normalized with respect to the pristine

membrane are plotted in Fig. 4. The elongation at break

decreases rapidly for short ageing times. Both temperature and

ion content have a drastic effect on the membrane degradation

rates as observed in fuel cell conditions [16]. This indicates that

hydrolysis is the main degradation process in fuel cells and that

the degradation is likely to be mainly localized in the ionic

domains. It is worth noting that a non-zero value is observed

for the sPI 0.9/5-21 membrane for long ageing times and low

degradation temperatures. This behavior suggests that, for low

IEC values, the hydrophobic part of the polymer is large

enough to maintain some mechanical strength despite the

degradation of the ionic sequences. Another possible expla-

nation is that the hydrolysis reaction is equilibrated at low

temperature allowing a recombination of the degradation

product to form again imide functions. To discriminate

between these two possibilities, a study is under progress to

verify the appearance of such a plateau for higher IEC values at

low ageing temperatures.
3.2. Infrared analysis

The infrared spectra of a pristine 1.3/7-16 sPI membrane

and of the same membrane after 1200 h ageing in water at

90 8C are presented in Fig. 5. A series of new IR bands that

appears after degradation is clearly visible despite their low

intensity (1785, 1600, 1430, 1380 and 1290 cmK1). The 1430

and 1290 cmK1 bands are likely to be attributed to carboxylic

acid functions (O–H deformation and C–O vibration) while the

1600 cmK1 band could corresponds to amine groups (C–N

vibration). However, the sPI IR spectra show intense

absorption bands, which result from the convolution of several

bands in the CaO region [23]. It is, therefore, very difficult to

quantitatively analyze this region of the infrared spectrum. The

lack of a band corresponding to the C–N deformation at 1510–

1570 cmK1 that is expected in the case of partial hydrolysis

with acid–amide formation suggests that the hydrolysis is

primarily a complete reaction (Fig. 3). The 1785 cmK1 band

can be attributed to the CaO valence vibration of an anhydride.
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It is surprising to propose the formation of anhydride groups in

a water swollen membrane but the naphthalenic anhydride is a

very stable structure. Indeed, it is very difficult to completely

hydrolyse the naphthalenic dianhydride monomer even at high

temperature and the anhydride formation has already been

observed in a NMR study of sulfonated naphthalene imide

model compounds [22]. These new absorption bands appear

only after long ageing times compared to the loss of the

mechanical properties and their intensity is always pretty low

suggesting a fast elution of the degradation products. For

shorter ageing times, the main effect of ageing on IR spectra is

a strong decrease in intensity of some characteristic bands and

especially the ones related to the imide functions (1350 cmK1)

confirming the proposed mechanism.

Since it can be assumed that, at the first stage of the

degradation, the hydrophobic part of the polymer is not

significantly altered, a specific band from the hydrophobic part

can be used to normalize the spectra. The 1500 cmK1 band

corresponding to a CaC stretching vibration in the ODA

monomers was chosen for this purpose. From the intensity of

the normalized 1350 cmK1 band, the remaining quantity of

imide functions in the ionic sequence can be calculated. Two

series of experiments were carried out either by attenuated total

reflection (ATR) on both side of a 50 mm thick membrane or by

transmission on thin films. These later experiments give an

average response of membrane degradation along thickness.

All the results were found to be very similar indicating that the

degradation is homogeneous along the membrane thickness

and that the results are not influenced by the elution rate of the

degradation products. Fig. 6 presents the evolution of residual

imide functions in 0.9/5-21 sPI membrane against ageing time

in water for different temperatures ranging from 80 to 130 8C.

At 110 and 130 8C, the imide functions in the ionic sequence

are completely hydrolyzed in less than 200 h. The few negative

points observed for the experiments at 130 8C suggest that the

hydrophobic part of the polymer could be partially hydrolyzed

at this elevated temperature. On the contrary, at 80 8C, a

plateau is observed for long ageing times corresponding to 45%

of the imide functions remaining in the ionic sequences. These
results appear to be in good agreement with the data obtained

from mechanical measurements (Fig. 3). Reproducing the same

experiment at 90 8C, a plateau was also found but correspond-

ing to only 20% of remaining imide functions. The IR results

thus suggest that the hydrolysis reaction of imide function is

equilibrated and that the equilibrium constant strongly depends

on the temperature due to both an increase in mobility and in

solubility of the degradation products. Depending on the

ageing conditions, the recombination can also be hindered by

consumption of some reactants by side chemical reactions. For

example, the amine functions produced by hydrolysis are

known to be sensitive to oxidation and this reaction is likely to

be temperature dependent. From the initial slopes deduced

from Fig. 6, an activation energy around 60 kJ/mol can be

deduced, which corresponds to the classical values determined

for polyimide hydrolysis [24,25].

The effect of block length on the hydrolysis kinetics was

analyzed for two different IECs, 1.3 and 2 mequiv./g. The

initial number of imide functions per ionic sequence are 6, 10

and 18 for XZ3, 5 and 9 reference membranes. After 200 h of

ageing in water at 90 8C, the numbers of residual imide

functions per ionic sequences are, respectively, 4.3, 4.5 and 7.2

for the XZ3, 5 and 9 1.3 mequiv./g sPI and 1.8, 4.7 and 13.5

for the 2 mequiv./g sPI. In both cases, the number of residual

imide functions increases with the ionic block length but

opposite behaviours are observed when plotted as relative

percentage (Fig. 7(A) and (B)). For 2 mequiv./g sPI, the

degradation is faster decreasing the block length and,

surprisingly, it is faster for long ionic sequences in the case

of 1.3 mequiv./g sPI membranes. The loss of imide functions

can be due either to their hydrolysis or to elution of ionic

oligomers consecutive to two chain scissions. The mobility of

long oligomers is expected to be very low within the membrane

but they are more soluble in water than short ones. Indeed, the

BDSA is poorly soluble in water due to a complex formation

between the terminal amine and the sulfonic acid groups while

an oligomer with XZ5 is readily soluble in water probably
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because the 10 SO3H are not counterbalanced by the two

terminal amine groups. In addition, it has been shown that

increasing the block length and decreasing the IEC favours a

macroscopic phase separation between ion rich and ion poor

phases [26]. This phase separation is particularly visible for the

1.3/9-21 and 1.3/7-16 sPI membranes, which are no more

transparent. The origin of this phase separation has not been yet

clearly elucidated but it is likely to be due to the block

character. With XZ9 and IECZ1.3 mequiv./g, the molecular

weight of one repeat unit is 14,000 g/mol, which is of the same

order of magnitude than the expected polymer molecular

weight. Therefore, the polymer should be formed of large

fractions of ABA and BAB polymers where A and B represent

the ionic and hydrophobic sequences. These two components

can then macroscopically phase separate in ion rich and ion

poor phases due to their different solubility in m-cresol. In such

a case, the ion rich phase presents a larger IEC close to

2 mequiv./g inducing a faster degradation rate. However, the

ion poor phase should be more stable due to a lower IEC

estimated to be around 0.8 mequiv./g. This hypothesis is

confirmed since a plateau is observed after a fast degradation

(Fig. 7(B)) indicating the occurrence of different degradation

rates within each macroscopic phases while a continuous

behaviour is observed for the 2 mequiv./g sPI membranes

(Fig. 7(A)). In addition, freeze fractures were performed on

pristine and aged membranes [26]. For the aged membrane, the

fracture follows the ion rich phase indicating a complete loss of

its mechanical properties while net fractures through the two

phases are obtained for the pristine membrane.

The IR band at 1580 cmK1 attributed to naphthalene species

can also be used to quantify the hydrolysis process. Its decrease

in intensity can be related to the IEC value since the

disappearance of naphthalene moieties is only possible by

elution with the degradation products when associated with

sulfonated benzidine monomers. The analysis conducted for

both 1.3 and 2 mequiv./g sPI membranes in water at 90 8C

reveals that the kinetics of disappearance of naphthalene

moieties are identical to the loss of imide functions. This result

confirms that the elution of the degradation products is a fast

process compared to the hydrolysis of the imide functions,
which appears as the limited phenomenon. This experiment

also confirms that the hydrolysis is mainly occurring in the

ionic sequences. In the case of a significant hydrolysis in the

hydrophobic part of the polymer, the degradation products

would not be extracted from the membrane since they are not

water soluble. Therefore, the 1580 cmK1 band should not be

affected while the total number of imide functions should

significantly decrease. This is not experimentally observed.
3.3. Sulfonate content

The sulfonate content can be determined by scanning

electron microscopy coupled with X-ray energy dispersive

analysis (SEM-EDX). We have first verified the homogeneity

of the degradation across the 40 mm thick membrane through

the determination of sulfur profiles. The profiles are completely

flat whatever the membrane, temperature of degradation and

ageing time. The degradation effect is only an overall decrease

in the sulfur quantity with an increase in statistical dispersion

(Fig. 8). The sulfur profiles reveal that the membrane thickness

is not modified by the ageing despite a significant loss of
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matter. This is mainly due to the very rigid polymer structure

and the very high glass transition temperature, which does not

allow polymer reorganization upon ageing. Indeed, the Tg is

higher than 250 8C, temperature at which the thermal

decomposition begins. The EDX analysis was then integrated

on larger surfaces (10!10 mm2) and the IEC values were

extracted thanks to a calibration curve.

Degradation kinetics were determined for various mem-

branes and temperatures. Fig. 9 shows the IEC evolution as a

function of ageing time for 0.9/5-21 sPI at three temperatures.

Two different behaviors are observed depending on tempera-

ture: in the 70–90 8C range the kinetics are very similar within

the experimental errors while a strong effect of temperature is

observed for higher temperatures. For each curve a plateau is

observed for long ageing times and its level is directly related

to the ageing temperature. The infrared study indicates that

most of the imide functions have disappeared from the ionic

sequences due to either hydrolysis or elution of sulfonated

oligomers. Therefore, a complete disappearance of the sulfonic

groups could be expected. However, as previously noted, the

benzidine di sulfonic acid (BDSA) monomer is poorly soluble

in water due to ionic cross-links between the terminal amine

functions and the sulfonic acid groups. As the oligomer length

increases, there is an increasing excess of SO3H groups with

respect to amine functions that enhances the water solubility.

Therefore, the quantity of remaining sulfonic acid groups

within the membranes is not directly related to the number of

polymer chain scissions.

3.4. Structural evolution

The membranes were analyzed by solid 13C NMR using

CPMAS and HPDEC NMR sequences in order to identify some

structural evolution upon ageing. A 2/5-5 membrane immersed

100 h in water at 90 8C was compared to a pristine membrane.

No significant difference was observed on both dry and swollen

state except a decrease of the intensity of the NMR band

associated to imide carbon (153 ppm). No increase in mobility

is observed, which could be associated to the mobile oligomers
in swollen aged membrane using the HPDEC sequence

confirming that most of the oligomers are quickly eluted out

from the membrane or strongly ionically cross-linked.

The SAXS–WAXS spectra of sPI membranes reveal a multi

scale structure, which extends from the nanometer to the

micrometer (ultra low angles). These patterns have been

studied depending on the IEC, the water content, the nature of

the counterions and the membrane orientation with respect to

the X-ray beam [7,9,27]. The spectra which are highly

anisotropic were interpreted as originating from a foliated

structure packed along the membrane thickness. In the present

experiments, the membranes have been studied with the X-ray

beam perpendicular to the membrane plane and they have been

neutralized with cesium ions in order to increase the contrast

between the ionic domains and the polymer matrix. As most of

ionomer membranes [28–30], the SAXS spectra exhibit a broad

maximum (usually called ionomer peak) and an upturn in

intensity at low angles. However, the ionomer peak is located

at very low q values, which was attributed to the block

character. In addition, this maximum, the intensity of which is

directly related to the counterion electron density does not shift

toward lower angles upon swelling. The effect of ageing, which

is clearly visible on the spectra, mainly consists of a continuous

disappearance of the ionomer peak as a function of ageing time

(Fig. 10). Since, the ageing temperature is far below the glass

transition temperature no structural reorganization is expected

for these membranes. Therefore, one may attribute the decrease

of the scattering peak intensity to the loss of sulfonate groups

and consequently to the decrease of cesium concentration in

the ionic domains, which induces a decrease of the electron

density contrast with the polymer matrix.

A 2/5-5 sPI membrane was analyzed by infrared spec-

troscopy after a fuel cell test at 80 8C. In order to extract an

average response for the chemical modifications, the aged

membrane was neutralized with alkyl ammonium ions and

dissolved in cresol. A thin film (5 mm) was then prepared by
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solution casting for transmission measurements. The IR

spectrum is very similar to those obtained after an ex situ

ageing in pure water which suggests that the hydrolysis is the

main degradation process in fuel cells. However, the quantitat-

ive analysis of the imide functions reveals that the degradation

kinetic is significantly faster in fuel cell indicating either that an

additional degradation mechanism occurs or that the hydrolysis

process is accelerated by the electrochemical reactions.

Typically, after 30 h of fuel cell operation, 55% of the imide

functions have disappeared while 350 h are necessary to

produce the same damage in pure water at the same temperature.

The membrane degradation in fuel cell conditions is often

considered to be strongly influenced by the presence of

radicals, which could be formed by electrochemical reactions.

It is not clear if these radicals are produced by an incomplete

oxygen reduction at the cathode or by a reaction at the anode

due to oxygen permeation through the membrane. However, it

is commonly accepted that these radicals are likely to be HO%

radicals, which can be mimicked ex situ by immersing the

membranes in hydrogen peroxide solutions at elevated

temperatures. A 2/5-5 sPI membrane was then aged 30 h at

80 8C in a 3% H2O2 solution. Its infrared spectra is very similar

to the one obtained after aging in pure water but the

degradation kinetic as revealed by the imide function

absorption band is strongly accelerated. Since, the mechanical

properties were completely lost within few hours, the H2O2

concentration was decreased to 0.5% and the degradation

kinetic was followed by infrared (Fig. 11). The loss of imide

function is still significantly faster than the degradation

observed in fuel cell conditions. Fifty-five percent of the

imide functions are lost in 4 h while the same degradation is

observed after 30 h of operation in fuel cell. By interpolation

between the experiments performed in pure water and in 0.5%

H2O2, it was deduced that the H2O2 concentration correspond-

ing to the fuel cell aging was roughly 0.05%. A new experiment

was performed with such a concentration and the degradation

observed after 30 h was similar to the one observed after the

fuel cell test within the experimental uncertainties. This

experiment shows that a protocol can be found to reproduce

ex situ the membrane degradation in fuel cell conditions.

However, it will be necessary to confirm this approach by
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Fig. 11. Loss of imide functions as a function of ageing time in pure water (&),

in a 0.5% hydrogen peroxide solution (—) and in fuel cell (C).
studying the effects of the fuel cell conditions such as the cell

temperature and the current density.
4. Conclusions

Series of ex situ degradation of sulfonated polyimide

membranes were carried out by immersion in pure water at

different temperatures. The extreme sensitivity of sPI

membrane to hydrolysis was confirmed by the infrared study.

This reaction was shown to be mostly complete inducing

polymer chain scissions and consequently the loss of the

mechanical properties. The evolution of the mechanical

properties can then be used to predict qualitatively the stability

of sPI in fuel cell conditions. A significant decrease of the ion

exchange capacity by elution of sulfonated oligomers was

revealed by both IR and SEM EDX experiments. Surprisingly,

the stability depending on the ionic block length was shown to

strongly depend on the ion content. For highly charged

membranes, the increase of the block length stabilizes the

structure while the opposite behavior is observed for lower ion

content. The former result suggests that the imide functions at

the interface between the neutral and ionic parts of the polymer

could be more sensitive to hydrolysis. The later result is

attributed to a microscopic phase separation, which increases

with the ioncic sequence length. The IR analysis of a

membrane after a fuel cell test reveals a faster degradation

process as an effect of the presence of radicals formed by the

electrochemical reaction. Hydrogen peroxide solutions appear

as a representative medium to simulate degradation in fuel cell

conditions. The corresponding concentration to produce the

same damages on the membrane structure with the same

kinetic is estimated to be around 0.05% at 80 8C.
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